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Economic Outlook 
What a difference one month makes! In mid-March, the financial markets were staring into the abyss as the US 
economy was beginning to shut itself down. The stock market was in the process of making its quickest 30% decline 
from a new all-time high in history. Bond market risk aversion was increasing rapidly, and other credit markets were 
locking up. Even traditional safe-haven assets such as US government bonds were selling off at the same time as 
stocks. In other words, the financial markets were starting to break down. Into this mess stepped both the US 
Treasury and the Fed. The Federal government via the Treasury launched one of the largest spending packages in 
history in order to support workers and businesses. The Fed got in on the act by backstopping most of the financial 
markets. After the stock market bottomed on March 23rd, the market has rallied furiously, and the S&P 500 is now 
up over 27% from the low. So where do we head from here? That is the question that the Investment Strategy 
Committee debated this month by examining the outlook for the pandemic, the potential length of the US recession, 
and the effects that support from the government and Fed will have on the economy.  
 
Looking at the pandemic, it appears that the US has begun to “flatten the curve” of the outbreak or slow the rate of 
growth in new cases. This is a positive development. Nonetheless, much of the country remains in quarantine, and 
attention is now turning to the process by which the economy will slowly reopen. It seems that this process will 
require some combination of:  

 increased testing in order to determine who is sick and can spread the virus,  
 contact tracing to determine who an infected person might have come into contact with so that the contacts 

can be isolated,  
 testing for anti-bodies to determine who has developed immunity, 
 and the development of drugs that treat the symptoms in order to lessen the impact of becoming infected.  

In addition, it will be important that plans to open the economy be implemented in a way that the plans give people 
confidence that life can begin to be safely normalized. We will continue to observe the development of these plans, 
which will be created on a state-by-state basis, and analyze their potential impacts as are they are released. At this 
time though, the path for the reopening of the economy remains uncertain.  
 
Also uncertain is the eventual length and depth of the economic 
recession that the US has entered. Some of the recent economic 
data is record breaking and not in a good way.  For example, the 
chart at right shows the number of initial claims for unemployment 
insurance, which is a good proxy for layoffs. The previous weekly 
record of 695,000 initial claims occurred during the 2008 financial 
crisis. The week of April 4th saw over 6.2 million people file for 
unemployment insurance for the first time. The length and depth of 
the recession significantly depends upon the speed with which the 
economy can be reopened. As mentioned above, those plans 
remain unknown at this point. 
 
The policies enacted by Congress and the Fed will also have an 
effect on the length and severity of the recession. The most 
important piece of legislation enacted by Congress is the CARES Act. The details of the legislation are listed on the 



   

 

following page. In total, the CARES Act provides almost $2.3 trillion to 
support businesses and workers affected by the pandemic. Congress has 
also suggested that they will be willing to provide more support in the future.  
 
Turning to the Fed, by late March it had announced that it would be making 
purchases to support most of the financial markets with the exception of the 
equity market and the junk bond market. As risk aversion in the junk bond 
market continued to increase, the Fed announced in early April that it would 
begin to purchase junk bond ETFs in order to support that market. We 
believe that the way to think about these policies from the Treasury and the 
Fed is that they are life support for the economy while it remains in its 
quarantine-induced coma. In other words, the policies will help to cushion 
the impact of the recession but will not prevent one from occurring.  
 
In thinking about the economy overall, there is little doubt that the US has 
entered a recession. The length and depth of the recession are unknowable 
at this point because much depends upon the extent that the economy 
remains under quarantine and the speed with which it can be reopened. As always, we will continue to observe the 
situation and adjust our expectations as our reading of the data suggests that we should.  

 
Investment Strategy  
Not only is the economic outlook uncertain, so is the outlook for corporate earnings. Typically, the vast majority of 
companies will provide some guidance of what that particular company’s revenue and earnings might be over the 
next few quarters. Given the cloudy economic outlook, almost 90% of companies have withdrawn their quarterly 
earnings guidance according to research firm Bespoke Investment Group. The strong rally the stock market has had 
in the past few weeks though suggests that the investors in aggregate either believe that earnings will not fall 
particularly far in the next few quarters, or they should pay the same amount in stock price for each dollar of 
earnings that investors paid at the end of 2019 when the economy was sailing along. Neither idea makes much 
sense to us.  
 
History also suggests that there are reasons to view this strong market rebound with caution. Looking back to the 
1960s, almost all bear markets have resulted in a bottoming process, rather than a large initial fall and then a quick 
rally back to new highs. The bottoming process tends to be characterized by an initial decline, a rally that partially 
retraces the decline, a subsequent retest of the initial lows or a breakdown below it, and then a rally begins a new 
bull market. Obviously, the price patterns are not that clean, and it is tough to know where exactly the market is 
during the process, but we believe that the strong market rally we are seeing now is unlikely to be the beginning of a 
new bull market yet.  
 
Overall then, we are neutral on stocks versus bonds. In general, many client portfolios are underweight their long-
term equity targets, and we have not recommended they be rebalanced back to target given our overall cautious 
view. We are overweight US equities versus foreign equities because we think that the US will weather this storm 
better than most other countries. Also, during global recessions, the dollar tends to appreciate as it exhibits safe 
haven demand. When the dollar appreciates, it becomes difficult for foreign equities to outperform.  
 
Please see our overall recommendations on the next page. 
                                          

       Michael Haun, CFA, CFP ® 
                 Vice President, Investment Strategist 

 
 



   

 

 
 

Investment Process 
PeoplesBank Wealth Management's asset allocation process develops both long-term (strategic) and shorter-term 
(tactical) recommendations. The strategic recommendations are based upon how the Investment Strategy 
Committee believes investment portfolios should be positioned in a generally neutral market environment over the 
next ten years. The tactical recommendations are meant to highlight opportunities over the next one to two years 
where the Committee sees either increased opportunity or risk. 
 
The Wealth Management Investment Strategy Committee (ISC) is responsible for establishing and updating both the 
strategic (long-term) and tactical (short-term) asset allocation for Wealth Management’s investment management 
and trust relationships. The committee is comprised of the senior members of Wealth Management and is chaired 
by Michael Haun, our Investment Strategist. The committee is also responsible for monitoring and updating 
strategies, managers, and funds within client portfolios. The ISC meets on a monthly basis. 
 
If you have any questions or would like to discuss PeoplesBank Wealth Management’s outlook further, please call 
Michael Haun at 717.747.2419 or email him at mhaun@peoplesbanknet.com. 
 
This newsletter is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to influence any investment decisions. It is not an endorsement of any 
investment or strategy or security and it does not constitute an offer to purchase or sell any security or commodity. Any opinions expressed herein are 
subject to change at any time without notice. Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and interpretation 
are not guaranteed. Forward-looking statements and assumptions should not be construed as an estimate or promise of results that a portfolio could 
achieve. Actual results could differ materially from the results indicated by this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. It is 
impossible to invest directly in an index. 


